SUPPORTING LEADERSHIP
Handouts and supporting documents from our work with Heads of Faculties and other middle leaders

Senior Leader – Head of Faculty Support
The support relationship between a Senior Leader and Head of Faculty is a keystone relationship at the College. This
relationship supports the effective running of the college and the growth and development of middle leaders.
The relationship should seek to foster increasing levels of relational trust, with the Senior Leader operating as
“critical friend” as described by Swaffield (2003) and being mindful to cultivate the Head of Faculty in operating as a
student-centred leader (Robinson, 2011 and Rees and Barker, 2020).
“A critical friend is someone who is encouraging and supportive, but who also provides honest and often candid feedback
that may be uncomfortable or difficult to hear. In short, a critical friend is someone who agrees to speak truthfully, but
constructively, about weaknesses, problems, and emotionally charged issues.”

Fundamental to that support is that the relationship is grounded to:
•
•
•

Grow the capability and capacity of the Head of Faculty to be proactive and responsive to maximizing
student outcomes in the Faculty they lead and are accountable for.
Support the Head of Faculty in growing the capability and capacity of Faculty staff.
Support the Head of Faculty in delivering the outcomes and outputs of action planning and supporting the
Colleges strategic direction.

Senior Leader-Head of Faculty support should address the following key responsibilities of the Head of Faculty as a
regular feature of practice:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

College culture: Establishing a professional and supportive College culture and enlisting purposeful, positive
contribution from Faculty staff.
Learning and development: Ensuring effective approaches to professional learning and development as a
feature of practice within the Faculty and encouraging wider engagement by Faculty staff with Professional
learning across the College.
Curriculum: Organising and teaching the curriculum – and securing a high rate of success for students. This
includes iterating clear schemes of work aligned to New Zealand Curriculum and College wide approaches.
Supporting the delivery of high-quality teaching and learning across the Faculty and rigorous and appropriate
assessment methods. Driving high levels of engagement with College systems and processes such
checkpointing, moderation and aligned and consistent use of the College pastoral systems and processes
across the Faculty.
Behaviour: Attending to subject-related student behaviour and wider circumstances, engaging with
appropriate College systems and supports as required.
College improvement: Analysing and diagnosing problems; planning and implementing strategies for
continuous educational improvement. This includes supporting the Head of Faculty in engaging on an
ongoing basis with QA related action planning and “business as usual” demands such as the student
assessment calendar and moderation.
Administration: Managing an efficient and effective organization and meeting the “business as usual”
demands of the Faculty.
Self: Developing personal expertise, self-efficacy and self-regulation in the Head of Faculty.

For the above to occur, regular meetings (at least fortnightly) between the Head of Faculty and the Senior Leader
must occur. The key responsibilities of the Head of Faculty being directly addressed and supported by the Senior
Leader, acting as “critical friend.”

Senior Leader – Head of Faculty Support: Suggested discussion questions
High quality mentoring requires active listening, paired with considered, open and when needed provocative
questions. Below are some questions based on the key Head of Faculty responsibilities detailed above.
Key Responsibilities
College Culture

Learning and
Development

Curriculum

Behaviour

College
improvement
Administration

Self

Possible discussion questions
• How is your faculty feeling about...?
• What could you to do support....
• What is the feeling around your faculty currently?
• Are there any barriers to positive faculty and school culture currently?
• What are you doing/could you do to address those barriers?
• How did your faculty perceive the ____ PLD session?
• Who are your PLD advocates around the faculty?
• What conversations have come out of the ___ PLD session?
• What PLD have you planned for your next faculty meeting?
• Who from your faculty do you think should be involved in presenting PLD? Why?
• What learning needs exist in your faculty? How do you know? What do you think is needed?
• How is your faculty progressing their professional growth cycles? How can you tell?
• What high quality practices of Tikanga, Ako and Mahara have you observed in your faculty?
Why do you think they were high quality?
• What classroom observations have you carried out? What did you see in those observations?
• How is ____ (subject/standard) progressing?
• What results are you seeing from____(subject/standard)?
• What connections do you see between the schemes of work for ____ (subject) and the ____
(NZC, Key competencies etc)?
• What schemes of work require development? Why and how so?
• How are skills, knowledge and procedures sequenced within your faculty? How does this
support achievement?
• How thoroughly is checkpointing being attended to in your faculty? What support is needed?
• How consistently and promptly is moderation being attended to? Are there any gaps?
• What faculty-wide Tikanga exists for classrooms in your faculty?
• How is Tikanga used in your faculty to support behaviour?
• Have you been involved with any behavioural escalations from your faculty? What happened?
What further support is needed?
• Are there any on-going pastoral issues within your faculty? What is needed?
• How are you supporting proactive and reactive pastoral management in the faculty?
• How consistently are KAMAR pastoral entries being used? How can you tell?
• How is ___ action plan progressing?
• How do you know you are making progress with ____ action plan?
• What are your next steps for ____?
• How are you supporting ___ (reporting, checkpoints etc) within your faculty?
• How are your budgets progressing? What did your last budget report suggest?
• How are your CLs managing the administration of their subject areas? How do you know/.
• What are the current stressors for you? How are you managing those?
• What are you working on in your own leadership practice?
• What are your next steps for_____?
• How are you feeling about _____?
• How are you building relational trust with your faculty? (Respect, competence, integrity,
personal regard).

Building a Culture for Success

Week 8 Term 1 Heads of Faculty Professional Learning Session 25.3.21
Relationships: at the core of Faculty Culture
• Connected
• Functional
• Collegial
• Trust based
• Warm, but demanding leadership
Trust: critical for relationships
“Trust is critical where the success of one person’s efforts is dependent on the contribution of others” - BES
Leadership
“In schools with higher levels of trust, teachers experience a stronger sense of professional community, and are
more willing to innovate and take risks” - Student Centred Leadership, Robinson, 2011
How might you build trust in your faculty?

Warm and Demanding Leadership
Warm-demanding leadership is about deeply believing in others, demonstrating that deep belief, and at the same
time “holding them to high expectations”.
Adapted from Matthew Taylor in Influence - The Building Blocks of Emotional Intelligence 2017
How are you warm as a leader? How are you demanding as a leader?

Improving, Not Proving
Conversations focused on growth
Demonstrating that we are growing too
Celebrating growth and improvement
Working with staff to help them to identify areas of potential growth, regardless of career stage.
What might modelling ‘improving not proving’ look like in practice?

Deficit Theorising and Accountability

Week 3 Term 2 Heads of Faculty Professional Learning Session 20.5.21
What is ‘deficit theorising’?
Using ethnicity, gender, class status or pathway as an explanation for lower success.
Failing to address the systemic disadvantages that caused lower success.
Blame shifting rather than taking accountability
Students are not “at-risk,” but schools and teachers are at-risk of failing them through inaction.
It is not deficit theorising to acknowledge gaps in achievement.
The issue lies in attributing the gaps to ethnicity, gender, social class, or pathway or failing to take accountability
to closing the gaps once identified.
Deficit theorising can result in:
• Gaps remaining unaddressed
• The equity gap increases through inaction
• Damage to student self-belief
• Assumptions and biases remaining unchecked and becoming status quo.
“While high teacher expectations have positive effects on student achievement, low teacher expectations are
acknowledged as one factor that contributes to student failure” (Good and Nichols 2001).
What high expectations exist in your faculties? What about the opposite?

‘White middle-class students may be at an advantage at school as they are more likely to be perceived by their
teachers as the ‘norm’ and familiar with the normative behaviours and values perpetuated by the school and
expected by many of their teachers’’
(Riley and Ungerleider 2012).
What biases and assumptions exist in your faculties about learners?
This could be about how learners learn, their chances of success or their future aspirations.

What is ‘anti-deficit theorising’?
• Avoiding placing sole responsibility for success on students. Consider how you can support your staff to
engender success.
• Unpacking the biases and assumptions that you and staff hold about both our learners and how we teach
them.
• Considering the structures you may have in place that could be limiting the success of some students.
• Mitigating fear of failure in both staff and students by celebrating successes and viewing setbacks as
events, not losses.
• Communicating shared, attainable and strategy based goals to your faculties.

“A rising tide lifts all ships” How can this adage be applied to the way that we respond to achievement gaps?

Accountable Leadership:
• Challenge biases, perception and assumptions that are rooted in deficit theorising
• Set, communicate and enact goals and strategies to address achievement gaps,
• Place accountability on teachers and leaders, not students to close achievement gaps.
• Consider the codes and standards of the teaching profession.
Accountable Leadership – what might this look like for you?

Where might greater accountability need to be built in your faculty?
Consider where unaddressed achievement gaps exist.

How could you build accountability in your faculty?
Consider what conversations you might need to be held and how you might conduct those conversations.

Action Plans – Reflecting and Sharing
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What progress has been made towards your action plans so far?

How on board are your faculty with your action plans? What are your next steps here? Consider relational trust,
modelling etc

Who is driving your action plans currently? Is accountability shared? What are your next steps regarding this?

Have you begun to unpack biases and assumptions in relation to your action plans? What are your next steps
regarding this?

‘Shared understanding’ and ‘Ways of knowing’

Week 6 Term 1 Heads of Faculty Professional Learning Session 10.3.22
Key Questions
•
•

How can we build shared ownership, understanding and delivery of our faculty action plans?
How can we support our ‘knowing’ as faculty leaders

What is our ‘Why’?
Cognitive portability
– Being able to recall the goals easily
– Being able to have conversations about the goals,
across faculties and across the school
Making sure that we have measurable outcomes for our goals
ensures we can identify our progress
- This supports ongoing progress towards our action plans
and meaningful and straightforward QA checkpoints

Viviane Robinson, 2011

Latham and Locke, 2006
Shared understanding, shared ownership, shared delivery
•
•
•

Shared understanding: everyone is on the same page about the goal – the what is clear
Shared ownership: everyone has a sense of buy-in to the goal – the why is accepted
Shared delivery: everyone is responsible for making it happen – the how is lived

Ways of knowing
Knowing that your action plans are underway, progressing and shared is important. There are different ways to
‘know’ that progress is happening – different approaches are required for different situations.
This can look like:
• Observing practice: observations, walk-throughs
• Observing outcomes: audits, selections
• Conversations: checking for goal understanding, checking for shared ownership, checking for shared
delivery – naive enquirer approach
Barriers to knowing can look like:
• Time
• Obfuscation or obscuration
• Changing deadlines and data points
• Not asking the right questions or not asking at the right time

Supporting Ways of Knowing

Week 3 Term 2 Heads of Faculty Professional Learning Session 19.5.22

‘Knowing’

Knowing how our action plans are progressing
Knowing in a way that supports relational trust
Knowing practice to increase pedagogical alignment across faculties and the school
Knowing what is happening within lessons and subjects so that we can better respond to issues and
advocate for subjects – authentic leadership
• Knowing practice supports scheme of work development
• Knowing the voice of our students
•
•
•
•

Relational trust

Collaboration and Trust – An interdependence

“The connective tissue that binds individuals
“Trust and collaboration are mutually reinforcing: the more parties
together to advance education and welfare of
work together, the greater opportunity they have for learning
students”
about each other and building trust”
Bryck and Schneider, 2003.
Harvey et al., 2019
Walkthroughs
Walkthroughs can achieve the following
There is no one way of doing a
• Stronger ‘knowing’ of practices and their effectiveness, as well as their
walkthrough, but certain practices
contribution towards faculty action plans.
can support their success.
• Deepening understanding, visibility, and implementation of
Walkthroughs can support both
Tino Akoranga (Tikanga, Ako and Mahara) and pedagogical
trust and collaboration, but also
approaches across the college
require trust and collaboration.
• Increased ‘Effective Learning Time’ (Aitken)
Walkthroughs can be defined as
• Collective movement towards ‘NorthEast’ teaching (Bishop)
informal, brief visits to lessons
• Greater awareness (and potential for celebration) of highcarried out to support knowing the
quality practice within faculties
nature of teaching and learning
• Strengthened communication between teachers and leaders, teachers
happening in schools. Walkthroughs
and students, and students and leaders
are supportive of collective growth,
• An opportunity to collect and use data and evidence towards
collaborative goals and the
action plans and their progress.
development of adaptive expertise
• Greater awareness of details and undercurrents of teaching
within schools.
and learning across faculties. Leaders are better able to
respond proactively and responsively.
• Supportive of collaborative goals and achievement towards
them. Teachers feel part of goals, and further opportunities to
collaborate may be made apparent.
• More visible leadership, supportive of relational trust
and understanding
• Leadership involved in the learning process. Visit all classrooms within
your faculty, and encourage others to do the same
• An opportunity to build Relational Trust within faculties

Best Practice: Research-based practices Safe Practice: Research-based practices supportive of emotional
for carrying out high quality walkthroughs safety and relational trust

•
•

Walkthroughs support collaborative practice,
and the development of adaptive expertise,
especially if all parties are involved in the
process, its implementation and using the
findings
Ensure that all parties have a collective buy-in
to the focus of improvement (action plan
focus)
Consider taking someone with you, as this
supports everyone learning together
Have a clear focus for your walkthroughs – if
you are looking for everything, you will see
nothing.
Have an idea about what this focus, could
look like, while remaining open to it looking
like something else, or not being present at
all.
Have a plan – what classes you will visit in
which order. Make sure you see all classes
and teachers as equitably and evenly as
possible.
Keep your visits short - 5-10 minutes is ideal
Avoid having a checklist, but you can jot
down ideas - Remember to keep your
comments above the line, and supportive of
relational trust and teacher growth.
Collect student voice to further support your
knowing and involve students in the process
Use collected information, communicate
themes and celebrate successes
Honour the teaching intangibles – where you
see great practice, regardless of focus,
recognise it.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visibility is supportive of relational trust – be seen in classes,
learning about the learning
Ensure that all members of your faculty know what a
walkthrough is, and their purpose
Ensure that any hesitations and/or concerns are heard ahead
of time
Communicate that you will be doing walkthroughs, though it is
not necessary to communicate the precise timings
Communicate your walkthrough focus
Frame the walkthroughs around improving, collectively, not
proving practice
Make sure you see all classes and teachers as equitably and
evenly as possible.
Ensure you factor in time to catch-up with the teacher
afterwards
Channel your nicest, most appreciative self while in the room
Keep it light, and the vibes positive. This is especially
important when first using this approach.
Remember that you might not see what you are looking for,
but that does not mean it isn’t happening
Use collected information, communicate themes and
celebrate successes
Honour the teaching intangibles – where you see great
practice, regardless of focus, recognise it.

Tātaiako, Cultural Competency and Niho Taniwha
Week 7 Term 2 Heads of Faculty Professional Learning Session 16.6.22
Culturally Responsive Practice - Core Education

Niho Taniwha - A model for teacher development - Dr Melanie Riwai-Couch

Niho Taniwha Tātaiako Discussions:
•
•
•

We are going to be considering how we can build cultural competency in our faculties and leadership areas.
To do this, we will have a series of paired discussions.
As we do this, record your notes into the sections below, ready to feedback at the end

Wānanga:
This is: Actively engaging in respectful working relationships with Māori learners, parents, whanau, hapu, iwi and
the Māori community.
Discussion question:
What does it look like if you are engaging in respectful working relationships with Māori learners, parents and
whanau, hapū, iwi and the Māori community?

Whanaungatanga
This is: Participating with learners and communities in robust dialogue for the benefit of Māori learner
achievement.
Discussion question:
What does it look like if you are participating with learners and communities in robust dialogue for the benefit of
Māori learner achievement?

Manaakitanga
This is: Showing integrity, sincerity and respect towards Māori beliefs, language and culture.
Discussion questions:
What does it look like if you are showing integrity, sincerity and respect towards Māori beliefs, language and
culture?
How would it influence design and content included in your programmes?

Ako
This is: Taking responsibility for their own learning and that of Māori learners.
Discussion questions:
What does it look like if you are taking responsibility for your own professional learning?
What will you be doing and prioritising in order to better teach ākonga Māori?
What does it look like if you are taking responsibility for the outcomes of ākonga Māori who you teach?

